
Inter-University PhD in Educational Studies
Portfolio Examination Assessment Report 

The members of the doctoral student’s Dissertation Supervisory Committee, as well as the
External Examiner, agree that (doctoral student’s name)                                                                  
(Student #              ) Portfolio received the following assessment  on this date :                     :1 2

G Pass From this point on, the student becomes a Doctoral Candidate and works toward
completion, and a public oral defense, of the Dissertation.

G Fail Normally, a failed portfolio will result in termination from the doctoral program,
even if the other course work (GEDU 9001-9005/EDUC 9012-8053) is
successfully completed. Doctoral students can petition for a re-submission.

Note - Although the External Examiner will not be involved in the development of the portfolio,
he or she will be expected to have read it carefully, including the 4,000 word narrative, and be
prepared for the oral presentation (examination), attending in person or via video or
teleconference.
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July  2011

In a private session immediately following the presentation and question period, the Supervisory
1

Committee and the External Examiner will decide whether the Portfolio warrants a pass or fail grade. Doctoral

students will be informed about the outcome of the Portfolio examination immediately following the Committee

decision, on the same day. The IDAC will confirm this outcome in writing within two weeks of the defense date, and

the letter will be added to the file and sent to the doctoral student, who now becomes Doctoral Candidate.

By July 1  , at the end of year one or year two, the doctoral student will have completed the portfolio. Inst2

consultation with each of the student, the Supervisory Committee and the External Examiner, the IDAC will set a

presentation date for the Portfolio Examination, normally in July of the year of completion of the Portfolio.  


